
 
 

 

 

 

 

DBS Policy 

 
All candidates MUST hold a current valid enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service certificate (DBS 

certificate) dated within the last 12 months. This certificate must be valid to the Child Workforce.  

DBS certificates applied for by Classroom Teachers Ltd. will be valid for 12 months from the date of 

issue on the certificate. After 12 months you will be asked to obtain a new DBS certificate unless the 

current certificate or another certificate has a valid subscription to the DBS Update Service.  

Classroom Teachers Ltd. will accept an enhanced DBS certificate which is valid for the child 

workforce that has been obtained by another agency or employer if:  

 The applicant has subscribed to the Update Service and the candidate agrees for Classroom 

Teachers Ltd. to undertake the check online.  

 

The original DBS certificate MUST be shown at registration or as soon as it is issued to the 

candidate.  

DBS certificates become invalid if the candidate has a gap of three months or more in education 

based employment (excluding the 6 week summer break for schools). A new certificate will need to 

be applied for unless the candidate has registered the DBS with the Update Service.  

A company risk assessment is conducted on all DBS certificates that contain information, to establish 

whether or not the candidate is suitable for placement in an education setting.  

Classroom Teachers Ltd.will only share certificates and the information they contain with those who 

need to have access to them and will not pass any information to third party persons not authorised 

to have them.  

Every candidate will need to carry their current DBS certificate with them to all assignments for 

clients to check. Classroom Teachers Ltd. recommends the candidates share the details of their 

certificate where needed. Lost or damaged certificates cannot be re-issued so please keep them safe.  

When considering information on a DBS certificate Classroom Teachers Ltd. will discuss any 

information shown with the applicant before a final decision on registration is made. The decision to 

decline an applicant will be made by a Director and will be handled with the utmost sensitivity.  

DBS certificates are securely stored in accordance with DBS storage policies. The date of issue and 

reference number for all DBS certificates are recorded and kept on the secure database. 


